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Abstract.
In this paper we discuss how most edit constraints can be taken into account in an

effective way through microaggregation. We discuss different edit constraints and some
variations of microaggregation that permits to deal with such constraints. We will also
present our software to formalize and deal with such constraints in an automatic way.

1 Introduction

When perturbation methods are used to protect statistical data they can introduce
undesirable errors in the data. For instance, data editing [9, 12, 4] is a field of
statistical disclosure control that is devoted to the analysis and correction of raw
data for their improvement. The basic idea is that data should satisfy a set of
requirements (or constraints) before their release. E.g. non negative values are not
permitted for people’s age. Data editing is typically applied to the original data
and, in any case, before any perturbation takes place. Thus, the perturbation can
introduce inconsistency in the data.

The study of perturbation methods in the presence of data edits has not been con-
sidered until very recently [16, 14]. We provide a discussions about some data edits
and how can they be preserved in microaggregation. We also describe a framework
to automate the microaggregation of constrained data, which uses XML as the base
format both for the microdata to be processed and to express the edit constraints.
The framework identifies the required edit constraints and applies modifications of
the microaggregation method in order to perturb the data while satisfying the edit
constraints.

The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides an overview of
microaggregation, and Section 3 discusses the data edits in microaggregation. Sec-
tion 4, and 5 presents our implementation and results, and Section 6 concludes the
paper.
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2 Overview of microaggregation

In this paper we show how microaggregation [3] can cope with edit constraints.
From the operational point of view, microaggregation is defined in terms of par-

tition and aggregation:

• Partition. Records are partitioned into several clusters, each of them con-
sisting of at least k records.

• Aggregation. For each of the clusters a representative (the centroid) is com-
puted, and then original records are replaced by the representative of the
cluster to which they belong to.

In most cases microaggregation is applied to numeric data, even so, it can also be
applied to categorical data [15], either nominal or ordinal [8]. Moreover microaggre-
gation normally considers a crisp partition of the records (as the k-means clustering),
but there is also some works that do consider the use of fuzzy c-means to partition
the dataset [19], and then aggregate the records accordingly. Although our work is
mainly focused on crisp clustering with numeric data, we will also consider other
possibilities if appropriate.

In the rest of the paper we will use the following notation. We consider a micro-
data file with n records x1, . . . , xn that take values over a set of variables V1, . . . , Vm.
We express the value for record xi in variable Vj by xi,j.

The function C is the cluster representative or centroid, which we assume to
be a function of the data in the cluster. More specifically, we presume that the
representative of the variable V is a function of the values of the records for V , that
is, C(x1, . . . , xN). Similarly, the representative for variable Vi is C(x1,i, . . . , xN,i).

Note that in most cases edit constraints are preserved by providing a specific
function C, which preserves the constraint.

3 Data editing and microaggregation

Data editing can broadly be defined as the process of detecting errors in statistical
data [2]. In general the whole data editing process can be very costly, even requiring
human supervision in some stages [4]. For this reason it is very desirable that
the statistical disclosure control methods used in edited data do not introduce new
errors, so data does not need to be edited again.

The editing process is usually formalized as a set of edit constraints, that the
data should satisfy. We present the generic classification of edit constraints from [16],
and show their applicability in a slightly modified version of the Census data set [1].
The modification of the dataset is minimal and restricted to the addition of three
variables in order to be able to show the applicability of the types of data edits.

We depart from an XML representation of the microdata. Our microdata file
has a simple generic format, where data are stored by rows, and each value is an
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element labeled with the variable name. It resembles most of current XML standards
for data spreadsheets such as Office OpenXML or OpenDocument. The simplicity
of this format and the availability of a great number of tools for XML processing
makes it easy to obtain it from not only other similar XML files but also directly
from database tables, or more generic microdata files.

In order to provide a standardized and already in-use language to represent
the edit constraints we have used Schematron [10], which is a rule-based validation
language for XML. Unlike common schema languages for XML such as W3C Schema,
RELAX NG, or DTDs, which can express rules about the structure of the document,
Schematron also provides semantic rules, which makes it very suitable to express edit
constraints.

Schematron expresses pattern rules both as asserts or reports. An assert tags
positive assertions about the document, while the report tags negative assertions.
The assertions themselves are declared as the attribute test with an XPath [20] ex-
pression. We have chosen to express edit constraints as Schematron asserts, because
they do more clearly express the semantic of the constraint, but reports could also
be used to achieve the same effect. These Schematron rules can be easily checked
against the XML microdata file directly and automatically by an XSLT engine.

What follows is a description of the different data edit constraints, how are they
encoded as Schematron rules1, and how microaggregation can be applied to preserve
the constraints.

3.1 Linear constraints (EC-LC)

A variable can be expressed as a linear combination of a set of other variables. For
example, the following relation between family income, person income, and other
persons income should hold (cf. Fig. 1):

EC-LC: other person income + person income

= family income

⇒ V 9 + V 10 = V 14

A linear constraint can be expressed, if we assume that V is the dependent
variable, as V =

∑K
i=1 αiVi, for some values αi and variables Vi.

Assuming that the original data (already edited) satisfies the linear constraint,
so xj =

∑K
i=1 αixj,i, we need to consider which function is suitable for computing

the cluster representative. The most general solution for C in this case is,

C(x1, . . . , xN) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

xi (1)

1Note that in these examples, the XPath expression in the test attribute, uses the entities ’&lt;’,
and ’&gt;’ as the symbols ’<’, and ’>’, because the expression is contained in a string.
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<pattern name=”EC−LC: V9+V10 = V14”>
<rule context=”Record”>
<assert test=”1.0 ∗ number(V9)

+ 1.0 ∗ number(V10)
= number(V14)”>

Linear Constraint
total others <value−of select=”V9”/>
+ total personal <value−of select=”V10”/>
!= total family <value−of select=”V14”/>

</assert>
</rule>

</pattern>

Figure 1: Schematron rule for EC-LC.

<pattern name=”EC−NLC: V5∗V15 = V16”>
<rule context=”Record”>
<assert test=”number(V5)

∗ number(V15)
= number(V16)”>

Non−linear Constraint
fed . income tax <value−of select=”V5” />
∗ inv . state income tax
<value−of select=”V15” />
!= fed./ state ratio
<value−of select=”V16” />

</assert>
</rule>

</pattern>

Figure 2: Schematron rule for EC-
NLC.

Note that it coincides with the arithmetic mean.
Preservation of linear constrains in fuzzy microaggregation (microaggregation

based on fuzzy clustering algorithms), can also be achieved. In [17], the authors
provide a fuzzy c-means algorithm, which preserves linear constraints.

3.2 Non-linear constraints (EC-NLC)

Some numerical variables satisfy a non-linear relation. For example (cf. Fig. 2):

EC-NLC: fed. inc. tax ∗ inv. state inc. tax

= ratio fed.-state inc. tax

⇒ V 5 ∗ V 15 = V 16

In this case we can follow the same approach considering multiplicative variables.
Formally, we consider variables V , V1, . . . , VK satisfying V =

∏K
i=1 V

αi
i . In this case

the most general solution for C is,

C(x1, . . . , xN) =
N∏
i=1

x
1/N
i (2)

Note that it coincides with the geometric mean.

3.3 Constraints on the possible values (EC-PV)

The values of a given variable are restricted to a predefined set. For example,
stating that the value of variable employer contribution for health care should be in
the interval [0, 7500] (cf. Fig. 3).

EC-PV:employer contrib. health ∈ [0, 7500]⇒ V 3 ∈ [0, 7500]
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Or for example, consider an attribute age where a value of 18.5 may not make
sense, and only integer positive values are permitted. Other similar constraint could
involve subsets of variables, which could be reformulated in similar terms.

<pattern name=”EC−PV: V3 in [0, 7500]”>
<rule context=”Record”>
<assert test=”0 &lt;= number(V3) and

number(V3) &lt;= 7500”>
Constraints on possible values
Employer contribution for health care
<value−of select=”V3”/>
is not in the interval [0, 7500]

</assert>
</rule>

</pattern>

Figure 3: Schematron rule for EC-PV

<pattern name=”EC−LC: if V8 &lt; 1115 then
V13 &lt;= V12”>

<rule context=”Record”>
<assert test=”not(number(V8) &lt; 1115) or

(number(V13) &lt;= number(V12))”>
IF total person earnings
<value−of select=”V8”/>
&lt; 1115 THEN
total wage and salary
<value−of select=”V13”/>
&lt;= taxable income
<value−of select=”V12”/>
does not hold

</assert>
</rule>

</pattern>

Figure 4: Schematron rule for EC-
GV.

In order to enforce constrains on the possible values, we can require the cluster
representative to be in the interval defined between the minimum and the maximum
of the elements in the cluster, that is, it has to satisfy internality. Formally,

min
i
xi ≤ C(x1, . . . , xN) ≤ max

i
xi

Note that if the constraint is that xi ∈ [a, b] for some a and b, it is clear that for edited
data, we have xi ∈ [a, b], and thus, this constraint implies that C(x1, . . . , xN) ∈ [a, b].
It can be proved that both Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) do satisfy internality [16].

This constrain is commonly found in categorical nominal data. E.g. vehicle ∈
{car,motorcycle, truk, . . .}. By using the plurality rule (or mode) as the function
C, this constraint is preserved. This aggregator (which can be generalised as the
weighted plurality rule) selects the most frequent element from the cluster.

The microaggregation of categorical ordinal data preserving this constraint can
also be achieved, by using the median (also the weighted median, or convex median)
as the function C.

C(x1, . . . , xN) =

{
xσ(b(N+1)/2c) if N is even

xσ((N+1)/2) if N is odd

where {σ(1), . . . , σ(N)} is a permutation of {1, . . . , N} such that xσ(i−1) ≤ xσ(i) for
all i = {2, . . . , N}.
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Both the plurality and median operators, which satisfy internality, are commonly
used in the microaggregation of categorical data [7].

3.4 One variable governs the possible values of another one (EC-GV)

The values of a variable are constrained by the values of another one. E.g., con-
sidering the relations between three variables total person earnings, taxable income
and amount as (cf. Fig. 4):

EC-GV: IF total person earnings < 1115

THEN taxable income ≤ amount

⇒ IF V 8 < 1115 THEN V 13 ≤ V 12

⇒ not(V 8 < 1115) or (V 13 ≤ V 12)

In general any monotonic function C, permits us to generate a protected file
with V1 < V2 for variables V1 and V2 if in the original file it also holds V1 < V2.
In fact, xi,j ≤ xi,k for all i and j 6= k implies C(x1,j, . . . , xN,j) ≤ C(x1,k, . . . , xN,k),
corresponds to the monotonicity of C. Note also that Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) are
monotonic. Simple EC-GV constraints, such as: EC-GV1 : V3 ≤ V7 are satisfied by
using a monotonic function C.

In the case of categorical data, this constraint only makes sense in ordinal data,
and the median is a monotonic function.

Other EC-GV constraints such as the one presented in Section 3, which can be
summarized as:

IF V 8 < 1115 THEN V 13 ≤ V 12

can be satisfied by partitioning the dataset in subsets according to the antecedent
in the rule, and then applying microaggregation separately to each subset using a
monotonic function C. In this case the data is partitioned in two sets, one with
records satisfying V 8 < 1115, and the other with records with V 8 ≥ 1115. Note
that the same strategy works for categorical ordinal data.

3.5 Other types

Other classes of constraints might be considered. For example, constraints on non-
numerical variables (ordinal or categorical), . . .

If we consider data editing in the context of perturbative statistical disclosure
control an additional constraint is normally assumed.

• Values are restricted to exist in the domain. Not only the values should belong
to a predefined set (as in EC-PV constraints), but the values should really
exist in the domain. For example due to the edit constraint EC-PV previously
presented, the variable employer contrib. health has to be in the interval
[0, 7500], but if in the original data all values are under 500 the perturbation
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introduced in the masked data cannot cause a record to have a value of 800.
Another example can be an attribute with the town o village of residence of
the individual. The protected microdata cannot introduce for example a town
that was not in the original microdata. (cf. Fig. 5)

<pattern name=”Value−domain restriction”>
<rule context=”Record”>
<let name=”original”

value=”document(’microdata.xml’)” />
<assert test=”exists(index−of

($ original //Record/V1, V1))”>
Value <value−of select=”V1” />
is not in domain of original values for V1

</assert>
</rule>

</pattern>

Figure 5: Schematron rule for ’values are restricted to exist in the domain’.

An appropiate operator for C that satisfies this constraint is the median, which
has already been used for microaggregation in [13]. Other operators such as
order statistics and boolean max-min functions [19] could also be used.

The median (as well as the order statistics) are monotonic functions. Due to
this, they could also be applied in the case of constraints where one variable
govers the possible values of another one (EC-GV). This monotonicity makes
the median also suitable for constraints on the possible values (EC-PV). Re-
garding the other constraints, linear and non-linear, it is important to note
that the functions introduced in Eq. (1) and Eq. (2) cannot deal with this
constraint.

Note that in this case the operators discussed for categorical data (mode, and
median) satisfy this constraint.

4 Implementation details

The constrained microaggregation has been implemented with the aim of providing
an automated process to microaggregate edited data.

The original microdata from the Census datase is processed together with the
specification of the data edits as Schematron rules, and then the data is microag-
gregated according to the edit constraints. Finally, edit constraints can be checked
in the masked file to verify the edit constraints. Note that we have only considered
numerical data.

As usual in microaggregation, variables are microaggregated by groups. In our
case, all variables involved in an edit constraint are grouped together. Note that for
constraints EC-PV, and EC-GV, both the arithmetic mean and the geometric mean
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can be used as the cluster representative function. We use the arithmetic mean
in these cases because it yields better results regarding the information loss of the
protected data.

5 Results

We have considered two scenarios. In scenario S1 we have microaggregated the file
considering all edit constraints and the remaining variables, the ones that are not in-
volved in any edit constraint, are microaggregated together grouping them in groups
of size 3. In the scenario S2 we have microaggregated the whole dataset without
taking into account the edit constraints using the arithmetic mean to compute C
and again making groups of 3 variables.

For each scenario we have measured its utility and protection. To compute the
information loss the Probabilistic Information Loss [11] (PIL) measure has been
used. On the other hand, to compute the disclosure risk(DR), it was taken into
account two broadly used measures, the Distance Based Record Linkage (DBRL)
and the Interval Disclosure (ID) [5, 6]. Hence the average disclosure risk is the
arithmetic mean of DBRL and ID. Finally, the SCORE is computed as a mean of
the PIL and DR.

The experiments have shown that microaggregating while considering the edit
constraints slightly affects the information loss and disclosure risk. Usually, the
desired value of k is taken between 4 and 10. As it can be seen, in our case, for
such values of k the SCORE values are very similar. Although in S1 the minimum
SCORE is 37.223 for k = 10, all other SCORE values for the range k ∈ [4, 10] are
closely similar. The same applies to scenario S2, where the minimum SCORE is
34.531 for k = 6. Note that the lower score, the better, and that only scores under
50 are of interest (this is the score of unprotected data). The difference between
both minimum values of the score is compensated with a preservation of the edit
constrains in the original and masked dataset in case of scenario S1. Moreover, a
score of 37.223 (from scenario S1 ) is considered a good one, providing a proper trade
off between information loss and disclosure risk.

To get a graphical representation of PIL, DR, and SCORE we have plotted in
the Fig.s 6 and Fig. 7 their relationship for all k values from 1 to 99. In these
figures it is shown that the score remains almost constant because of the greater the
information loss the lower the disclosure risk in almost the same proportion.

6 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a new framework for the automatic perturbation
of data through microaggregation taking into account the requirements or the con-
straints that the data elements have to satisfy. We have assessed the information
loss and disclosure risk when considering or not the edit constraints in the microag-
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Figure 6: Scatter plot showing PIL and
DR with respect to group’s size k for sce-
nario S1.
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Figure 7: Scatter plot showing the rela-
tionship between PIL and DR with respect
to group’s size k for scenario S2.

gregation process. We have presented the results when microaggregating taking into
account 4 different types of edit constraints, EC − PV , EC − GV , EC − LC and
EC −NLC. As future work we consider the extension of the approach to deal with
categorical attributes and to support more edit constraints.
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